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Opera Workshop to perform March 7-8

Summary: Music students from the Opera Workshop class will bring the opera, "Only Fools Fall in Love," to Oyate Hall at 6 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday, March 7-8.

(February 19, 2007)-Music students from the Opera Workshop class at the University of Minnesota, Morris will bring the opera, "Only Fools Fall in Love," to Oyate Hall at 6 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday, March 7-8.

Two "Broadway" dinners will be served as the students perform, "Sweet and Sour Advice From Our Broadway Stars about Love." The dinner menu includes a spring salad, chicken carbonara and dessert.

The cost for the dinner and the show is $15. There are 25 seats available for $3 each to those who wish to forego the dinner but still see the show. There will also be a public dress rehearsal at 6 p.m. Sunday, March 4. Tickets to see the rehearsal are only $1.

For tickets or further information contact Lyn Loewi.
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Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.